Abstmct-All self-dual codes over GF (3) and GF(4) of length 16 are found. The sehlual codes of shorter length are described in a concise and systematic nut&ion. A number of new te&niques ("promotion" and "demotion," 'hggiq"
I. INTRODUCTION A THEOREM of Gleason and Pierce (see [ 151) implies that a self-dual code over GF(q) can only have all weights divisible by some integer t > 1 in five cases:
I: q=z t=2, II:
q=2, t=4, III:
q=3, t=3, IV: cl=4 t=2, and V: q arbitrary, t =2, and weight enumerator (x2+ (q-l)y*)"/*. We shall refer to these as codes of types I-V. For type II codes the length is a multiple of eight, and those of length < 24 were listed in [9] and [12] . In [3] the 85 type II codes of length 32 were enumerated, and in [3] and [ 1 l] the type I codes of 'length < 30 were obtained from them. Since there are at least 17 000 inequivalent type II codes of length 40 (the next possible length) it is unlikely that these will ever be enumerated. For codes of type V see [ 151. Codes of types III and IV have been studied in [7] and [5] . In this paper we extend the enumeration of these codes to length 16; the results are given in Sections V and VI-see especially Theorems 5 and 6 and Tables II, III , and V. These tables give a canonical basis for a code in each equivalence class together with its weight distribution and group order. Table V also gives the maximal self-orthogonal ternary codes of lengths 13, 14, and 15 as children of the codes of length 16.
The method of attack (see Section II) is similar to that used in [3] , [5] , [7] , and [9] and is based on the glueing theory for codes of low minimum weight (Sections III and Manuscript received September 22, 1978; revised November 28, 1978 IV). Three new construction techniques are described (although similar methods have been used less formally in earlier papers, especially [3] ). These are "promotion" and "demotion" (Section V-B), "tagging" (Section V-D), and "subtraction" (Section VII).
Besides being interested in these codes for their own sake we had several other reasons for carrying out this enumeration: one is the application of these codes in constructing sphere packings ([13]-[16] ), another was the hope of settling some of the open problems in [5] , especially the existence of a [24, 121 type IV code of distance 10. Unfortunately these problems remain open (but see Example iv of Section VII).
Standard terminology from coding theory is used throughout (see [6] ). In particular Ai denotes the number of codewords of weight i.
II. DEFINITIONS AND METHOD OF ATTACK
In this paper F (or GF(q)) will usually denote one of the fields GF(2), GF(3), or GF (4). The inner product of vectors u, v E F" is defined by where conjugation (denoted by {O,l,w,w*}, with w*+w+ 1=0, particular, 0 = w*.
if F= GF (2) or GF (3), if F= GF (4), an overbar) in GF(4) = is given by X=X*. In Let C be an [n, k] linear code over F. The dual C 1 = {u EF": (u,v)=O for all VEC} is an [n,n-k] code. If C c C I, C is self-orthogonal, and if C = C I, C is self-dual. The length of a self-dual code must be even. If F is GF(2) or GF(4) there is no other restriction on the length, and such codes have even weight and are of types I and IV, respectively (see Section I). If F is GF(2) and the weight of every codeword is a multiple of 4, then n must be divisible by eight: these are type II codes. Finally if F=GF(3) then the weights are multiples of 3, and n must be divisible by four: these are type III codes. If F=GF(3) and n is not divisible by 4, then the dimension of a maximal self-orthogonal code is [i(n -l)]. for proofs of these facts.)
An extremal type III code has minimum distance 3[n/12]+3, while an extremal type IV code has minimum distance 2[n/6]+2 (see for example [15] ).
Let M be an n x n monomial matrix over GF(q), containing exactly one nonzero element from GF(q) in each 0018-9448/79/0500-03 12$00.75 0 1979 IEEE CONWAY et d.: SELF-DUAL CODES OVER GF(3) AND GF(4) 313 row and column. We usually specify M as a permutation of coordinates followed by multiplication by a diagonal matrix-see (18) below. The set of all such monomials forms a group of order (q-l)".n! Then M sends a code C into the equivalent code
The set of all monomials such that C' = C forms the automophism group G(C) of the code C. The number of codes equivalent to C is (q -l>"*n!/l G( C)l. The action of M preserves weights and inner products, in this special case when q is 2, 3, or 4, so that if C is self-orthogonal, so is C'. Our goal is to find all inequivalent self-dual codes of a given length. This is made possible by the fact that there is an explicit formula for the total number of self-dual codes of length n. For type III codes this formula is total number of type III codes of length n (1)
Similarly, total number of type IV codes of length n III. MINIMUM WEIGHT < 4 n/2-1 = iGo (2*'+' + I), if n--O (mod 2).
In this section we describe how self-dual codes over GF(4) of minimum weight 2 or 4 may be classified.
Minimum Weight 2: The following theorem is easy to prove.
There are analogous formulas for codes of types I and II, for maximal self-orthogonal codes over any of these fields, and for the sum of the weight enumerators of any of these classes of codes (see [5]-[8] , [ 121, [ 151) .
Theorem 3: Let C be a self-orthogonal code over GF(q), q arbitrary, of length n > 2, and with minimum weight 2. Then C is decomposable.
Our general plan of attack is to find, by any means whatever, a list of inequivalent self-dual codes c,, c,, . . * 3 C, such that equality holds in (1) or (2)-i.e., such that E:= l(q-l)".n!/lG (C,) I is equal to the right side of (1) or (2). We have then automatically proved that c,,c*,* * * > C, is a complete list of inequivalent self-dual codes.
In particular this applies to codes over GF(4) and shows that the only indecomposable type IV code with minimum weight 2 is --c*= {oo,ll,ww,ww}.
The generalizations of (2) given in Theorems 1 and 2 are important for checking subtotals and finding missing codes. Let B be an [n,, k,] self-orthogonal code over GF(4) with generator matrix GB.
Minimum Weight 4: Let C be a code over GF(4) with minimum weight 4, and consider C,,, the largest subcode of C that is generated by codewords of weight 4. Then C, can be decomposed uniquely as a direct sum of certain special codes called d,, and e,,.
Definition: For n > 2, d2, is the [2n, n -I] code with generator matrix 
where the sum extends over all inequivalent self-dual codes C of length n, and N(B, C) is the number of times B occurs as a contraction of C.
Proof: By appending n-n, zeros to each codeword of B we obtain an [n,k,] self-orthogonal code B' with jG(B')I =3n-"l.(n -n,)!lG(B)j. Therefore there are 3"'. n!/(n -n,)!l G(B)] codes equivalent to B'. The result now follows from Theorem 1.
A similar result for type II codes was used in [3] . Theorem 2 will be applied in Section V-C. 
If C is a code of length n >n, we say that B is a This code contains all cyclic shifts of the vector oWWw0, contraction of C if there is a code C' equivalent to C and we rewrite the generator matrix in condensed nota- It is essential for this that every automorphism of C takes Theorem 4: ([5] , Theorem 29) Let C,, be a self-orthogothe set C,;.. , C, of component codes to itself. We will nal code over GF(4) which is generated by codewords of always choose, the components so that this is true.
weight 4. Then C, can be decomposed uniquely as a direct This being the case, any automorphism in G(C) will sum of codes which are equivalent to d4, d,,d,, ---, e,, effect some permutation of the Ci, so that G(C) will have e6,e7, and es. Furthermore, e, and es are direct summands a normal subgroup G' consisting of just those monomials M f of 'any self-orthogonal code containing them.
or which this permutation is trivial. The group of permutations of the Ci that are realized in this way we call G,(C)-it is isomorphic to the quotient group G(C)/G'. IV. THE THEORY OF GLUEING Let G,,(C) be the normal subgroup of G' consisting of those automorphisms which, for every i, send each glue A. Glueing Component Codes Together element ui into a vector in the same coset ui + C,-i.e., which fix the glue elements modulo the components. Then This section examines how subcodes like those de-Cl/G,(C) is isomorphic to a monomial group acting on scribed in Theorem 4 may be combined or glued together the glue elements of each component: we call this monoto form self-dual codes.
mial group G, (C) . The following theory applies to codes over any field,
The order of the full group G(C) is therefore the although we shall apply it only to GF (3) and GF(4). Let product of the orders of Go(C), G, (C) , and G2 (C) . c,, * * * , C, be self-orthogonal codes of lengths n,; --,n,
The same terminology (G,,(C), G,(C), G2( C)) will also with generator matrices G,, . . . , G,. If C is a self-dual code be used more generally for self-orthogonal codes C that with the generator matrix shown in Fig. 1 then we say that are formed by glueing components C,, . * . , C, together. C is formed by glueing the components C,, * * * , C, together.
Then we see that for any self-orthogonal (or self-dual) (Whenever possible the subcodes are chosen so that every code C, G,(C) is the direct product of the groups G,,(Ci). minimal weight codeword of C belongs to one of the C,.) However, in general G, (C) is only a subgroup of the The codewords in C which contain a nonzero linear product of the G, (C,) and therefore must be computed combination of the rows of the matrix X are called glue separately for each C. For further details about glueing words, since these hold the components together. A glue see [3] . The orders of G,,(C), G,(C), G2 (C) , and G(C) will be denoted by go (C) , sdc), g2 (C) , and g (C) .
The rest of this section is concerned with codes over GF(4). For most of the components C that will be used later we give a set of glue words and describe the groups G,, (C) , G, (C) . Further information about these groups may be found in [5] . The alternating and symmetric groups on n letters will be denoted by A, and S,,.
We begin with d,, where n > 3: d4 is more complicated and is given below.
dzn ( w'a; f * ,w"e, ~~{0,1,2}. The minimum weight in the {o,w,w,o}. The subgroup of G,(d4) fixing e is the cyclic group of order 3 generated by y. coset w"a+d,, is n, w"b+d,, is 2, w"c+d,, is n, (11) w'd+d,, is n+ 1, w'e+d,,, is n+l. The group orders are g,(d,,) = 2"-'.n! and g,(d,,) = 6. In particular, G,(d,,) contains the three scalar matrices diag {l'"}, diag {w*"}, diag {W'"}, as well as an element 7~ of order 2 which interchanges the last two coordinates and so effects the permutation (ac)(b)(de) on the glue words.' The following relations between the glue words are useful: a=wd+Sje b=a+c=d+e c=i&i+we d=wa+Gc e=Ga+oc. (12) d4: As in the case of d2n we choose the glue words w'a; f -,w"e, Y E (0, 1,2}, and again the minimum weights in the cosets are given by (11). The group orders are gO(d4)=4 (a Klein group) and gl(d,J = 18, since G,(dJ contains* the three scalars and a group isomorphic to S, acting on {a, b,c}. In particular, G,(dJ contains the monomials x andy shown in Fig. 2. e,: As glue words we choose 1, 01,231, where 1= 11111. The minimum weight of each coset w"l+ e5 is 3, and goted = I4L g,(eJ = 3. e,: There is no glue, since e6 is self-dual (see Theorem 4). Aho gded=3l&I, g,(Q= 1.
e7: As glue words we choose 1, 01, Wl, where l= 1111111. The minimum weight of each coset is 3, and go(q) = 168, g,(q) = 3. e,: Again there is no glue; g,,(e,)=3*1344, g,(es)= 1. 
Examples: Code #33 of Table III below has two components d,, and ds glued together with glue words bd and db. Code #31 of Table III has The indecomposable type IV codes of length < 14 were should say that G,(&) contains the cosets of Gc(d,,,) by elements diag f ound in [5] and are given in our notation in Table I . All (I'"}, diag {CO'"), CT, etc., but it is simpler to ignore this distinction. the components have been described in Section IV except 2See footnote 1.
the extended quadratic residue code q,4, for which see [5] . The following are the main steps in the proof. By using a technique described below called "promotion" we first find all codes containing an e7, e5, or a d,, with n > 6. These codes have minimum distance 4 and so consist of a number of components glued together (cf. Section IV). Theorem 2 provides a check on this stage by verifying that all codes containing a given subcode had been found. A further application of Theorem 2 gives the numbers of codes containing i copies of d4, for i =O, 1,2,3,4. These codes are the most difficult to find. The codes containing one d4 may be found by "tagging" certain codes of length 12 (see Section V-D).
We proceed to give a more detailed description of these steps and end the section with some notes on the more complicated codes in Table III . The decomposable codes in Table II present no difficulty, being built up from the codes in Table I . Table III .
B. Promotion and Demotion
The dot notation is used for the first time in Table I : if u is any vector then ri and ii stand for wu and w%. The main theorem of this section is as follows.
Theorem 5: There are 55 inequivalent type IV codes of length 16. Of these 24 are decomposable and are shown in Table II , and 31 are indecomposable and are shown in Table III . Four of the 31 are extremal codes with minimum distance 6.
The glue words for d,, and the minimum weights of the corresponding cosets are (from (10) and (11)) a,wa,iZa of weight 5, b,wb,zjb of weight 2, c, WC, WC of weight 5, d, wd,iZd of weight 6, e, ue, Ze of weight 6. The glue words for d6 have the same names but the minimum weights of the cosets are now respectively 3, 2, 3, 4, and 4. Observe that the two sets of weights have the same parity, and that both dlt/d10 and dh1/d6 are vector spaces of dimension 2 over GF(4). Therefore if we have a self-dual code C of length 12 which contains a component dlo, we may obtain a code B of length n -4 by replacing d,, by the component d6 and keeping the same names for the glue words. From the above observation about the parity of the weights B is also self-dual. The general process of which this is an example is called demotion; in this case we have demoted a d,, to a d6. length 10 to an e.,. This is carried out in the following way. Suppose the first coordinate of B is to be promoted to an e,. We divide the codewords of B into B=B,uB,uB,uB,.
To illustrate, Fig. 4 shows the code obtained by demoting the component d,, of code #33 in Fig. 3 to a d6 . Since the demoted code is an indecomposable type IV code of length 12 it occurs (as the code 2d,) in Table I. according to the value of the first coordinate. The promoted code C consists of the 64x 1 B 1 vectors obtained by replacing each codeword OVEB, by the 64 vectors uv, u E e7, lvEB, by the 64 vectors uu, u E 1 + e,, l0VEB, by the 64 vectors uv, u E wl + e,, Gv E B, by the 64 vectors uv, u E Wl + e7.
The reverse process, for example replacing a d6 by a d,, and thus going from Fig. 4 to Fig. 3 , is called promotion and is important since it enables us to construct all self-dual codes of length n containing a d,, by promoting all self-dual codes of length 12 -4 containing a d6.
If B is decomposable so is C, so we may assume that B is indecomposable. There are only two indecomposable type IV codes of length 10, the codes d,, and 2e, of Table I , and in each code all the coordinates are equivalent, so there are only two cases to be considered. By considering the generator matrix for d,, (see (5)) and promoting the first coordinate to an e, we find that it becomes the code d, + e, +fi, #25 of Table III . Similarly 2e, becomes #26. We begin the proof of Theorem 5 by systematically To find the remaining codes containing an e5, we proapplying the promotion process. We first find all inde-mote any single coordinate in an indecomposable code of composable type IV codes of length 16 that contain an e7 length 12 to an es. We may assume that the promoted by promoting any single coordinate in a type IV code B of code does not contain an e, (since we have already dealt VOL. IT-25, NO. 3, MAY 1979 with those codes). The four indecomposable codes of C. Applying Theorem 2 length 12 each promote to a unique code:
42--40 + e5 +f17 e, + es-d6 + 2e5, 2d,+d,+e,+d,+f,, 3d,+e5+2d,+f,.
At each stage Theorem 2 is used to verify that all codes containing a particular subcode have been found. This requires that the numbers N(B, C) occurring in that theorem be determined. We illustrate by taking B = d,, and verify that all codes containing a d,, have been found. A simple counting argument shows that N(d,,, mcJ = 3*( y ), Wd,o, 4,) = ( ; ) and N(d,,,e,) =O. The left side of (3) therefore contains contributions from the following codes in Tables II and III. These are codes #27-30 of Table III . We have now found all codes containing an e,, component.
To find the remaining codes that contain a d, component with n > 8 we promote a d4 to a d8 in a code of length 12 and obtain codes #31-35.
Finally, by promoting two coordinates to a d6 we find the remaining codes that contain a d6. There are three inequivalent ways of promoting two coordinates to a d,: they can be described by specifying which pairs map into the glue words a and c. The three possibilities are The right side of (3) is 3". 16! .3.9.33*129 6! .3~2~.5! and agrees with the left side. The numbers N(B, C) are more difficult to compute for the smaller codes B and are therefore given in Table IV . By the end of Section V-B all codes containing a component d,, (n > 6) or e,, have been found. Theorem 2 now enables us to determine the numbers 'i=czai rGtc,ly i=O,1,..-,4, (15) where Qi is the class of inequivalent codes containing exactly i components equal to d4 and no other d, or e, component. To do this we take B = Od,, Id,, . * . ,4d4 in (3), using the numbers in Table IV, and solve III. The 4d4, 3d4, and 2d4 codes were found by considering all possible ways of glueing the appropriate components together. The four codes in PO, with minimum weight 6, were discovered by looking for codes with automorphisms of orders 5, 6, 7, or 8, as suggested by the denominator of To. Thus #52 (Fig. 5) has an automorphism of order 7, #53 and # 54 (Fig. 6 ) have automorphisms of order 5, and #55 (Fig. 6 ) has an automorphism of order 8-see Section V-E. Table I , it is easy to see that no such + exists -there are 45 codewords x in d,, of weight 4, and it is not possible to find a linear map $I such that the corresponding tagged vectors x' all have weight 6. The two codes in Q2,, numbers 50 and 51 in the table (see Fig. 5 ), were found in this way by tagging the codes 3d4 and 2d, of Table I .
Since the totals q (see (15)) now agree with the desired values given in (16) the proof of Theorem 5 is complete. 
E, Notes on Some of the Codes
The weight distributions of the codes in Table III are given by x' = (G(x)& x), xEB, Number 52: The name 2fs implies that the decomposiwhere + : B+GF (4) is a linear map which must be chosen tion of the coordinates into two sets of eight is canonical, so that i.e., is preserved by all automorphisms of the code (cf. the wt(x') 2 6, for all nonzero x E B. remarks in Section ciV-A). Although there is no automor- (17) h' This is a severe restriction on +. For example, if B is the p ism which interchanges the two sets of eight (since g,= 1) there is an antiautomorphism which does so: ex- Number 54: It is a slight abuse of notation to call this code 116, since it does not contain the all-ones vector but only a vector equivalent to it. G, contains A, acting on {a, b, c, d, e} together with the induced action on the pairs {ab; + + ,eb}. G, also contains elements such as (a,oo)(b,ab)(c,ac)(d,ad)(e,ae)(bc,de)(bd,ce)(be,cd). Number 55: The name 4f4 implies that the decomposition /AA'/BB'/CC'/DD'/ of the coordinates is canonical. The group contains the elements (ABCDA'B'C'D') and (1,3)(6,8)(9,13)(10,14)(11,15)(12,16).
F. Connections with t-Designs
Let C be a [ 16, 8] type IV code with minimum distance 6, i.e., one of #52-55 of Table III . The Assmus-Mattson Table V . There are respectively 7, 22, and 12 inequivalent self-orthogonal ternary codes of lengths 13, 14, and 15.
The proof is similar to that of Theorem 5 and is omitted. The following component codes appear in the table. Further information about some of these codes appears in [7] . The empty code f, was defined in Section IV.
e3 is the [3, l] code with generator matrix (111). We take the glue words to be -+ (L, where a = 1 -1 0. If the coordinates are labeled 1,2,3 then G,(e,) is generated by (123) and (12) g,* is the [12,6] type III Golay code, and g,, consists of the vectors u such that 00~ Eg,,. Thus g,e is a [ 10,4] code. If x and y are chosen so that 1 1 x and 1 -1 y ~g,, then the glue words for g,, can be taken to be +-X, + y, kxky.
p13: Let Q,,Q,,. -. ,Qi2 be the points of the projective plane of order 3 labeled so that the 13 lines are represented by the cyclic shifts to, t,, * * . , t,, of the vector Qo Q, Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Qs QT Q, Q9 QIO Q,, Q12 The codes of length < 12 were given in [7] . It follows from Theorem 6 that this is the unique [16, 8] type III code with minimum weight 6. This code was first discovered by Ward [ 171.
The weight distributions of the codes in Table V where A,, the number of words of weight 3, is given in the table.
The last three columns of Table V give n, (i = 13,14,15), the numbers of inequivalent self-orthogonal codes of length i that can be obtained by contracting each code C in the table. These codes are obtained from the codewords of C that vanish on any one coordinate, any two coordinates, or on any three dependent coordinates, respectively. (The fact that Q= 2 for code #7 follows because the stabilizer of a coordinate position in the first eight positions is still transitive on the second eight.) VII. SUBTRACTION; NEW EXTREMAL CODES Let B and C be [n,,k,] and [n,k] self-orthogonal codes over F where k > n,, let d, be the maximum distance between the codewords of B, and let d be the minimum distance between the codewords of C. Assume the first n, symbols of C are information symbols. The new code D, formed by subtracting B from C, consists of all vectors v E F"-"1 such that uv E C for some u E B. Then D is an [n -n,, k -k, J self-orthogonal code with minimum distance at least d-d,.
Example i) Take B to be the ternary code e4 of Section VI and C to be either of the [24, 12] type III codes with distance 9 ([7] ). Then D is a [20, lo] extremal type III code with distance 6. Similarly taking C to be the [48, 24] symmetry code ([lo] , [6, p. 5101) we obtain a new [44, 22] extremal code with distance 12. Other examples can be obtained in the same way.
Example ii) Let B be the GF(4) code c2 of (4). From the [30, 15] code Qaa of [5] we obtain a new [28, 14] extremal type IV code with distance 10.
Example iii) Let B be the GF (4) code c; = {OO,wW,Wl, lw} (equivalent to cz), and let C be the [24, 12] GF(4) code gz4 obtained from the generator matrix of the [24, 12] binary Golay code g,. Then gz4 has minimum weight 8, and the words of weight 8 are scalar multiples of those in g,,. The next weight occurring in g$ is 12, and the words of weight 12 are scalar multiples of either IEEE TRANSACTIONS  ON INFORMATION  THEORY, VOL. IT-25, NO. 3, MAY 1979 binary words or words wu + Zv, whose u and v are words of weight 8 in gz4 that meet in four places. By subtracting c; and 2~; from g& we obtain [22,11] and [20, lo] extremal type IV codes. For in these examples it is easy to see that the minimum weight remains equal to 8.
Example iv) Finally, if C is a hypothetical [24, 12] type IV code of distance 10, and B is es, then D must be one of the codes # I-21 of Table II. 
